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Решение по случай OI/1/2012/MHZ - Процедура на 
EPSO за проверка на подкрепящите документи на 
кандидатите 

Решение 
Случай OI/1/2012/MHZ  - Открит на 19/01/2012  - Решение от 19/12/2012  - Засегната 
институция Европейска служба за подбор на персонал ( Няма основания за 
допълнителни проверки )  | 

През 2010 г. EPSO въведе нова процедура, съгласно която конкурсните комисии 
проверяват само подкрепящите документи, предоставени от кандидатите, които са 
издържали успешно тестовете в изпитния център, т.е. в края на конкурсната процедура. 
Ако конкурсните комисии не приемат подкрепящите документи, предоставени от 
избраните кандидати, тези кандидати не се вписват в списъка с издържалите конкурса. 

Омбудсманът получава редовно жалби от кандидати, които са засегнати от тази 
процедура. Тъй като EPSO не е разяснила в нито един публично достъпен документ 
мотивите за въвеждането на тази процедура, омбудсманът предприе проверка по 
собствена инициатива, за да получи пояснения по този въпрос. 

Съответно омбудсманът отправи към EPSO запитване дали в рамките на конкурсите, в 
които право на участие в тестовете в изпитния център получават не повече от 100 
кандидати, конкурсните комисии биха могли да проверяват подкрепящите документи, и 
по-специално тези, които са свързани с образованието и професионалния опит, преди 
отправянето на покани за явяване в изпитния център. Освен това той прикани EPSO да 
вземе предвид в своя отговор (i) възможностите за спестяване на средства от бюджета 
на ЕС в резултат на възприемането на такъв подход; (ii) интереса на кандидатите да 
бъдат информирани, че техният професионален опит не се счита за подходящ, преди да 
вложат време и усилия за подготовка за тестовете в изпитния център; и (iii) факта, че в 
рамките на конкурсите, организирани до 2010 г., подкрепящите документи са били 
проверявани преди отправянето на поканите за явяване на писмени/устни изпити. 

В своето становище EPSO по същество застъпи позицията, че (i) посочването на 
съответния професионален опит/дипломи в онлайн заявлението и (ii) наличието на 
същите данни в подкрепящите документи на кандидатите предоставя на последните 
ефективни гаранции, че конкурсната комисия ще приеме тези документи за достатъчни, 
когато ги проверява индивидуално след провеждането на изпитните тестове. Освен това 
службата посочи, че в рамките на новата процедура конкурсните комисии проверяват 
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по-малък брой подкрепящи документи, в резултат на което се спестяват пари и време. 

Омбудсманът не беше напълно убеден от тези аргументи и продължи да застъпва 
мнението, че, предвид широката свобода на преценка, с която разполагат конкурсните 
комисии, в резултат на проверката на подкрепящите документи те биха могли във всеки 
отделен случай да заключат, че тези документи са недостатъчни. Наред с това той 
подчерта, че спестеното време е незначително с оглед на продължителността на цялата 
конкурсна процедура и в сравнение с времето и средствата, които кандидатите, които не 
разполагат с достатъчни подкрепящи документи, трябва да вложат, за да положат 
тестовете в изпитния център. 

Независимо от тези съображения, омбудсманът заключи, че, тъй като въпросната 
процедура се провежда по изричното желание на институциите, от името на които EPSO 
организира конкурсите, не са необходими по-нататъшни проверки по въпроса. На това 
основание той приключи случая. 

The background to the own-initiative inquiry 

1.  In 2010, EPSO introduced a " new model " of competitions for selecting permanent staff for 
EU Institutions, which is made up of admission CBT tests and of assessment centre tests (final 
tests). This new model was introduced in order to speed up the entire competition procedure. [1]

2.  In the "old model"  competitions, the candidates' supporting documents were verified before 
the invitations for the final examination (written/oral exams) were issued. This meant that all 
candidates who were invited to the final examination could be placed on the reserve list if they 
were successful in that examination. 

3.  EPSO's procedure in the " new model " competitions is that the selection boards check the 
supporting documents only of the candidates who are successful in the final tests of a 
competition, that is, in the tests conducted in the Assessment Centre. If the selection boards do 
not accept the supporting documents of the successful candidates, those candidates are 
rejected and are not placed on the reserve list. 

4.  It would arguably be better for candidates if they were informed of the selection boards' 
decision on their supporting documents before sitting the assessment centre tests, for which 
they usually prepare, and invest time, effort and even money. This is the case in particular 
because the relevance of the candidates' professional experience, which is referred to in their
supporting documents , to the duties of the job for which they apply (an eligibility condition in 
EPSO competitions) is not always objectively obvious. If candidates are unaware of the 
relevance of the professional experience to the duties, they will ultimately be unsuccessful in the
competition, even if they are successful in the Assessment Centre. 

5.  It also appears that the participation in the assessment centre tests of candidates who are 
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ultimately rejected because of a lack of -- or insufficient -- supporting documents might not be 
justified from an economic point of view. The invitations to the Assessment Centre involve EU 
costs which could be avoided if candidates' supporting documents were verified before the 
invitations to the Assessment Centre are issued. 

6.  The information provided by EPSO on its website [2]  and in the Guide to open competitions 
[3] , does not clarify why the current procedure provides for checking supporting documents only
at the very last moment, that is to say, when the successful candidates have already been 
identified after the assessment centre tests. 

7.  The Ombudsman therefore took the view that the issues mentioned above needed to be 
clarified by EPSO. Article 228 of the TFEU empowers the European Ombudsman to conduct 
inquiries on his own initiative into possible instances of maladministration in the activities of 
Community institutions and bodies. The Ombudsman thus decided to open the present 
own-initiative inquiry to give EPSO an opportunity to explain the selection boards' timing for 
assessing the candidates' qualifications on the basis of the accompanying supporting 
documents. 

The subject matter of the own-initiative inquiry 

8.  In his letter opening the present own-initiative inquiry, the Ombudsman referred to a 
complaint against EPSO concerning Open Competition EPSO/AST/112/10 and stated that the 
facts of that complaint drew his attention to the issues which are the subject of the present 
own-initiative inquiry. He asked EPSO to indicate whether, in competitions in which not more 
than 100 candidates qualify for tests in the Assessment Centre, the Selection Board could verify
the supporting documents, in particular those relating to education and professional experience,
before the invitations to the Assessment Centre are issued. 

9.  The Ombudsman asked EPSO to take into account, in its reply, (i) the possible savings to 
the EU budget from such an approach; (ii) the interest of candidates in being informed if their 
professional experience is not considered relevant before they invest time and effort in the 
assessment centre tests; and (iii) the fact that, in the " old model " competitions, the supporting 
documents were verified before the invitations for written/oral exams were issued. 

The inquiry 

10.  On 19 January 2012, the Ombudsman asked EPSO for an opinion. On 31 May 2012, 
EPSO submitted its reply. 

The Ombudsman's analysis and conclusions 
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A. The Selection Boards' timing for assessing the 
candidates' qualifications on the basis of supporting 
documents 

EPSO's arguments 

11.  EPSO referred to Open Competition EPSO/AST/112/10 ('the Competition'). It stated that 
the selection board drew up the list of candidates who obtained the highest total marks in the 
admission tests and who, in light of the information given in their online application, fulfilled the 
general and specific conditions listed in the competition notice. These candidates were then 
invited for the assessment centre tests. According to EPSO, " this means that all candidates 
invited for the assessment centre tests fulfilled, on the basis of the information in their online 
application, the general and specific conditions as required by the Notice. " 

12.  Upon verification of the supporting documents, the selection board might be of the opinion 
that the supporting documents of certain candidates do not, or do not sufficiently, 
confirm/validate the information provided in their online application. Referring to the competition 
mentioned above, EPSO explained: " This is not a question of whether or not ... [the candidates']
professional experience was relevant to the duties as described in the Notice but rather a 
question of producing evidence of information supplied in the online application. The selection 
board had already decided, on the basis of this information, that their professional experience 
was relevant in order to admit the candidates, however, on the condition that this information 
was later supported by the necessary documentary proof. " In EPSO's view, candidates knew 
how to draft the information in their online application in such a way as to convince the selection
board that they were eligible to be admitted to the Competition but some failed to support that 
information with the required documentation. 

13.  The stage at which the supporting documents are verified might change from competition to
competition but it is only in very exceptional cases that an Institution still insists on having the 
notice drafted in such a way as to have the documents verified at an earlier stage. For 
competitions with a high number of applicants in particular, it is more cost effective and time 
efficient to do the full verification " only before placing successful candidates on the reserve list ". 

14.  EPSO made a comparison between the costs generated by the two procedural 
approaches: the former approach, where the supporting documents were verified before the 
final tests; and the current approach, where they are verified only after those tests. In the 
Competition, a total of 499 candidates were invited to sit the assessment centre tests, and only 
193 were successful. Under the current system, where the supporting documents of only the 
candidates successful in the assessment centre tests are checked, the Selection Board needed 
to verify only 193 files, instead of the 499 files it would have needed to check under the former 
approach. This resulted in less than half the man-hours being needed to carry out the 
verification. Verification of supporting documents is very time-consuming and "labour-intensive".
Experience shows that only a very limited number of candidates are unable to provide the 
necessary proof of the information they furnish in their online application. For the Competition, 
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only 11 candidates (out of 193) were ultimately unable to provide the necessary supporting 
documents justifying the information given in their online application. EPSO is convinced that 
the current method generates real savings to the EU budget when compared with the former 
approach. 

15.  In addition, the notice of competition defined the number of candidates to be invited to the 
assessment centre tests as a multiple (2.5 times) of the number of candidates who could be 
placed on the reserve list. That number was thus " more or less fixed. " For that reason, verifying
the supporting documents before sending the invitations for the assessment centre tests would 
not have reduced the number of candidates invited and would, therefore, not have led to further 
savings for the EU budget. For the competition in question, it would have resulted in a situation 
where, instead of the 11 candidates who were ultimately not able to produce the necessary 
supporting documents, 11 other candidates would have been invited. 

16.  EPSO concluded that, as regards the candidates who were invited to the Assessment 
Centre, the selection board decided on their eligibility and admitted them to the assessment 
centre tests on the basis of information they had provided in their online applications. Limiting 
the checking of the eligibility criteria to the documents of those candidates who can be placed 
on the reserve list involves a considerable gain of time and reduces, therefore, the length of the 
admission phase. 

17.  Before investing time and effort in the assessment centre tests, candidates have an interest
in being informed of whether or not their professional experience is considered relevant. EPSO 
is convinced that this is the case in the current system. If candidates, in line with the declaration 
of honour they sign, produce documents that support the information given online, the 
verification of those documents will not change their eligibility. 

The Ombudsman's assessment 

18.  At the outset, the Ombudsman points out that, pursuant to the current rules on 
competitions, the supporting documents subject to being checked by the selection board after 
the assessment centre tests are generally those confirming the statements candidates make in 
their online application concerning: (i) citizenship; (ii) professional experience; and (iii) academic
qualifications. [4] 

19.  The Ombudsman has already received complaints alleging that, even if a candidate 
referred to supporting documents in his/her possession and, in so doing, included information in
the online application about his/her specific certificates [5]  or his/her specific employment 
contracts and/or invoices relating to periods of self-employment [6]  (on the basis of which 
he/she was subsequently accepted to the CBT), the selection board, when verifying the 
supporting documents at the final stage of the competition, did not consider these documents as
sufficient evidence for the required qualifications. 

20.  The Ombudsman is therefore not entirely convinced by EPSO's view, in substance, that, (i) 
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the indication of the relevant professional experience/diplomas in the online application and (ii) 
the availability of the same data in the supporting documents in the candidates' possession, 
constitute effective guarantees for candidates that the selection board will consider these 
documents as sufficient when checking them one by one, after the assessment tests have taken
place. In this context, the Ombudsman wishes to recall here the argument put forward by EPSO
in many of the Ombudsman's inquiries (and which he does not challenge), namely, that 
selection boards have a wide margin of appreciation as regards the relevance of the supporting 
documents, a margin of appreciation which is recognised by the case-law of the EU courts. 

21.  It follows that candidates who decide to take part in a competition and are in possession of 
specific supporting documents may not always be certain of the selection boards' final 
assessment of these documents. In this context, it should be noted that candidates need to 
prepare for the assessment tests. Doing so involves an investment of time and, often, of money.
It would therefore have been better for them if, before making such an investment, they could 
have known what the selection board's final decision on their supporting documents is. 

22.  The very same situation can also be seen from a different perspective. If a candidate first 
provides in his/her online application the information on his/her qualifications, is then accepted 
to the CBT on the basis of this information, goes through the CBT and the assessment tests 
procedure successfully and, at the end, the selection board decides that his or her supporting 
documents are not sufficient, this candidate in fact takes the place, in the Assessment Centre, 
of another candidate whose supporting documents could be sufficient but who obtained results 
in the CBT tests that are just below the established threshold for a fixed number of candidates 
to be invited to the assessment centre. In this respect, the Ombudsman notes EPSO's 
statement in its opinion that the number of candidates admitted to the assessment centre is "... 
more or less fixed. For that reason, verifying the supporting documents before sending the 
invitations for the assessment centre tests would not have reduced the number of candidates 
invited and would, therefore, not have led to further savings for the EU budget. For the 
competition in question, it would have resulted in a situation where, instead of the 11 candidates
who were ultimately not able to produce the necessary supporting documents, 11 other 
candidates would have been invited ". In the Ombudsman's view such a situation, albeit 
hypothetical, may raise doubts as to whether the competition indeed provides an opportunity for
the best deserving candidates to be put on the reserve list. 

23.  The Ombudsman is grateful that, in its opinion, EPSO followed his original suggestion and 
provided arguments in support of its procedure in question related to (i) possible financial 
advantages for the EU budget, and (ii) possible saving of time. The Ombudsman is however not
entirely convinced by all these arguments either. 

24.  EPSO's argument (quoted in point 22 above) that the number of candidates to be invited to 
the assessment centre tests is more or less fixed has its merits in showing that the time at which
the supporting documents are checked has no impact on EU costs such as those related to 
candidates' travel and subsistence expenses. Whether the supporting documents are checked 
before or after the assessment centre tests, the costs for candidates' travel and subsistence 
expenses will always be the same because the same fixed number of candidates will be invited 
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to the Assessment Centre. 

25.  On the other hand, even if the operational costs of the Assessment Centre are not affected 
by the fact that the supporting documents are checked before or after the invitation to the 
assessment centre tests because the Assessment Centre is kept operational at all times in 
EPSO's headquarters in Brussels, one could indeed argue that there is a bad use of time and 
money if the Selection Board members conduct assessment tests for candidates who should 
not have been admitted if their supporting documents had been checked before and who could 
in any case not be put on the reserve lists, even if they were successful in those tests. 

26.  Furthermore, EPSO argued, in substance, that selection boards need more time to check 
the files of all candidates invited to sit assessment centre tests than they need to check the files 
of only those who are successful in those tests. 

This statement by EPSO however has to be analysed in the context of the length of the 
procedure for the entire competition, namely, about 6-8 months. In that context there is no 
significant difference in terms of time if the selection board checks the supporting documents 
before of after the assessment centre tests take place. The Ombudsman believes that it is 
reasonable to assume that one experienced member of a professional selection board should 
be easily able to check around 100 files (supporting documents) during one working day. It 
follows that there would be a rather minimal difference between the number of days needed for 
checking 499 files (the files of all candidates invited to the assessment centre tests in the 
competition to which EPSO referred in the opinion) instead of only 193 files (the files of all 
candidates successful in those tests). The time saved with such a way of proceeding appears 
therefore to be minimal [7] . Obviously, if more than one member of the Selection Board was in 
charge of those checks (which should be the normal case), the time saved would be minimal, 
especially if compared to the time it took to the have the "inadmissible candidates"  go through 
the long and costly assessment centre tests. 

27.  In light of the above findings, the Ombudsman takes the view that EPSO's clarification on 
the advantages of the procedure for checking the supporting documents after the assessment 
tests take place is not entirely convincing. However, given that, as EPSO pointed out, this 
procedure is carried out upon the express wishes of the Institutions for which EPSO organises 
the competitions, the Ombudsman considers that further inquiries concerning EPSO are not 
justified in this instance. 

B. Conclusions 

The Ombudsman therefore closes the present own-initiative inquiry with the following 
conclusion: 

No further inquiries into this matter are justified. 

EPSO will be informed of this decision. 
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P. Nikiforos Diamandouros 

Done in Strasbourg on 19 December 2012 

[1]  http://europa.eu/epso/discover/selection_proced/selection/index_en.htm 

[2]  http://europa.eu/epso/discover/selection_proced/selection/index_en.htm 

[3]  OJ 2011 C315A p. 1-14. The same situation occurs as regards the newest version of the 
Guide (OJ 201270A). 

[4] Guide to open competitions , point 6.1.4. 

[5]  For instance, complaint 962/2011/AN concerns supporting documents proving academic or 
equivalent qualifications. The complainant took part in an EPSO competition which required a 
diploma attesting completion of one year of training in the relevant field. The complainant held a
professional certificate showing that duration of training in the relevant field, issued by the 
Institut du Monde Arabe . She mentioned this in her application form. After she passed the 
assessment centre tests with excellent marks, she was excluded from the reserve list because 
her certificate of professional training could allegedly not be considered a diploma issued by a 
school. The Ombudsman made a friendly solution proposal, which was rejected. The case is not
yet closed. 

[6]  Complaint 2518/2011/MHZ concerns supporting documents proving professional 
experience. The complainant was successful in the assessment centre tests. The Selection 
Board decided, however, on the basis of the documents provided, that her professional 
experience was not sufficient for her to be placed on the reserve list. After having received 
EPSO's opinion and the complainant's observations, the Ombudsman decided to conduct 
further inquiries, which are ongoing. 

[7]  Surely not more than two or three days if only one person would do the checking. 


